
rHE CIIANGE-IOSS CONNEETTONS IN PERSONAI GROgTIII

People who say in ny office that they want to change their behavior are often
bewildered by the difficulties they encounter: it's hard to get started--or it
doesnft work (fast enough)--or maybe another Person should change firsti Something
about Lhe process is painful. And if it is more painful than staying the sarle,
then the decision may be to remain with the familiar' even if "the familiar" is
destructive.

over four years of counselling individuals--alone, in couples and in groups, I
have becone increasingly aware of the connection between change and loss-

My assumption in this article is that all change--whether experienced as positive
or negative--carries with it an element of loss which is not always acknowledged or
understood,

Turning a corner neans leaving someone or something behind.

A lot of energy is spent, I believe, repudiating a change-Ioss connection,
especially when we fear that to acknowledge loss is inappropriate.

By "Ioss", I an referring to a sense of incompleteness--a situation in which
the thread of meaning, of continuity, is for the time being, broken- We are no
longer quite "the way we were", whether we have changed homes, habits, wardrobes or
loversi Though the situations Vdrlr I believe there is a common struggle to pick up
the thread of meaninq--Eo make sense out of the change. Even before a significant
change occurs, there may be a struggle--to find sone balance between thei urge to stay
put and the urge to turn the corner.

An a.nbivalence toward change is nurtured, I bel-leve, by our perception of
societal. restrictions- Our need to face loss and to grieve nay be inhibited by such
platitudes as "You made your bed; now lie in it (without complaint) " --or t'You haven''t
lost a daughter; yourve gained a son* --or "He isn't dead; hets just antay"-..
Acknowledging the natural grief reaction that accompanies change seeErs to be the task
r+e are least prepared for.

'.'- ---'*Some-changes-bring-obvious losses for which there.is some petmission to grieve:
Ioss of life, health, job, or an intimate relationship. There is even some acknowledg-
ment of loss foll-owing what is thought of as Positive change: the little death
("post-partum depression") that may accompany birth. But what a-bout respect for the
lossof-asupport systeE that goes with a Change in schools or a job promotion? I{hat
a-bout the loss of a goal (by giving it up or by reachinq it) ? --l{hat about losses
related to age changes, broken dreans, the "Iinbo" in which we wait for the unknown
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who to be, what to feel and what to do. Whether the change is considered positive or
negative, it nay be hard to accept the need to grieve--our own need or soneone else's-
Permission is lacking. l{riter-philosopher Jess Lair (1969) makes these observations:

"We owe it to the people rvho are grieving... tso let them grieve... to
accept their sorror,r. But we won't and can't do it... Their loss...
frightens us because we can see ourselves losing the same thing...
"Grief isn't just when people die. Grief is all kinds of things. Like
I grleve at leaving l'{innesota-.. f need my sorrow, and there's nothing
wrong with it. Acceptance makes anybody I've ever seen feel better.
And also it's pretty rare".



Yes, indeed. it is rare. Far more conmon, it seems to
confrontation with the fact of loss. Deniar inhibits grief
Psychiatrists, I have been told, must deal with many people
such denial, has become chronic.
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me, is the avoidance of a
temporarily or permanentll:-
for whom such avoidance.

Behind this response to loss must, be some profound terror related not only to theIost person, place or thing, but more importantly, to the part of our vested selves
that we have rost. when we lose for the moment whatever has had meaning for rifr-..e
Ieft to consider our own death--and that, perhaps, is the terror. We would like tobe powerful--imrnune to destruction--yet much of our existence seems beyond our concro!.

I have suggested that--largely through fear--we try to hotd our old, faniliar
boundaries together, to avoid.the new and frightening, to deny the inevitability ofour own death. Such a response is spontaneous--and the denial lrears the face of abargainer: here is what. I will do to survive, to gain the right to live or make my
Iife too valuable to take avray (Keleman: Lg74l. f will try harder to achieve (prove 

=_.,worth); I'lI comPensate for th-ri loss by substituting something else; I,lI look tothe past or the future rather than the present which is too dangerous; I,I1 fight, I'!-
90 to sleep. Only please don't let me hurt so much. I'll change if I can stay thesane. I'I1 face the loss if I can calL it sornething e1se. .

The grief process has been aborted.
change--strangles growth unt.il we break
rre are now, what we are doing here, and
close to us.

Manaqement of Loss

What if--rather than fight against
of working through it?

Stanley Keleman (1974) diagrams his
from experiencing loss to resolvingr it:

Fear of death and of life--of loss and of
through to make some freeingr sense out of who
vrhat significant place we still have with those

change--we were to opt for the slower process

view of the transition through which we go

"The descending side. of the loop is where ross occurs, where new space is createc.and where the emotionar reactions to Loss and to space are experienced. The ascendir.cside is where new boundaries are formed..,'.
"Life can be described as a migration through many formative loops, trany littl;dyings' Growth, change and maturing occurs by deforning the ord and forming the new..(Keleman; 1974, p. 26)



Resolution of significant change and loss seems to reguire the
energy, directing it toward framing our lives a different way.
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reTienerating of

I suggest that we begin very simply.

toward resofution is to acknowledge that something is, in
turned a corner, leaving behind sonething familiar-

It's a risky business-

For me, the first step
fact, different-*that we've
Again from Keleman,

"Turning points are the cauldron of our lives, the steps of our birthings,
our self-fo:mings- There are no turning points that are not accoBpanied
by feelings of dying; no self-fotning occurs without endings and loss"-

Experience teaches. When we take shortcuts, we miss the total experi.ence. In
order to nake sense out of lives in change, it seeras to me that we take slower steps
through grieving-

ltre second step, I think, is to allow ourselves time, and if necegsary, assistancs
to grieve. (As we have seen, in a hurry-up world, such pemission is not easily
sought or granted. Professional assistance--not unlike that of certain casual. friends
or neighbors--may even presenc difficulties. Action--oriented therapy does not alwa-vs
take into account the need for a process of mourning to work itself out) - When there
is tise, and someone supportive to walk beside, there is also freedom to incorporate --3lessons of grief rather than repress them.

If the first lesson of grief is to acknowledgre the change, and the second is to
allow permission to be vulnerabLe, then the third lesson follows naturally: to
experience all the feelings (including the "ugly" ones) associated witlr what r.re have
just acknowledged. Anger and depression are conuron responses. Staying with them may
be difficult. "staying with' does not mean prolonging the agony until it becombs so
familiar tlrat we have simply substituted one fo:rm of dependency for anotlrer. It does
mean.being .wary of burying pain alive. Depression--with tJre accompanying loss of
energry--is a natural p'art cif grieving.

. So is anger-
"I'm past the point of rioing
guietly insane-
Irm getting quite.
noisy about it-
The neighbors must think
I'm mad.
The neighbors. for once,
think right. " (Mcwill-iams: L9'76)

fihen anger and hurt are directed insider'they can be destructive and self-
punishing. Part of nanaging these feelings is to get then on the outside where they
can be dissipated in less harnful ways. And Sheldon Kopp (L972) remtnds us to forgive
g.ursely_es _e_v__e_r_ ind _sv_eI _age1_r-r-,,,_--__ _.

It may take quite awhj-Ie--and nuch patience--to heal-

Hor., do we know when it's happenlng?'There are signs: we begin to think more
clearly and trust our judgment; concentratiort improvesi our knothole on the world
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becomes wide enough to include othersi some of the stinqf gtoes out of the hurt--and
positive feelings are reborn as we become stronger' more independent. Integration
has begun

As the pain subsides. acceptance grows. We maysee that change and seParation
are in fact natural and necessary- They have been since our birth! More than
that: whatever we have lost left us something valuable. For exenple, the man who

has been mourning the loss of a position to strive for, may discover that his energy
and management ability, redirected, make him an asset in other organizations. He

still has the resources, and perhaps a new Eaturity'

Being open to new possibilities Eeans trusting ourselves. And it means risking
new relationships--reframing our. lives- i

Sad memories return, and we go through the "Ioop" again, though perhaps not as

deeply this tine. An evolutionary process is going on- Eaving faced our different
situatj-on, our rmlnerability to sadness and anger, our loneliness and seParateness,
we may open the door to discovering that we still have more goj-ng for us than we had

expected.

Gathering resources, forming new boundaries, re-focusj-ng our 6nergy--we ltlove

on.. And that, I would suggest, is the fourth steP to recovery, the fourth lesson
grief teaches. Moving on rneans lettirrg go of what was lost. and realizing it isn't
everything after all. There is something to g"i"--

In the process of naking sense out of the new e:qperience' we may find out who we

are, authentically, in a new situation. Frightening, perhaps, but conducj-ve to new

growth-

Ttre tlreme of chalge and lossis arepetitive one. In the process of "working
t1.r-ough", we change again--and so the process continues- Resolutioa goes togrether
with.unpredictability. Integratitg nhat was witll what is, we have..'arrived' as we

say goodbYe, tl-ue after t!De:

To return to the people in my office, with whom I began this article:

Usually, they have made an inconplete connection between change and loss, or
no conscious connection at aII- But whether they recognize it or not' they hawe done

a new ttring by coning to me for counselling. The often unspoken statements I "hear"
in tl.e first neeting are:

l- sonething in me vtants ny rife to be different (better) but rrm not
sure I can let 9o of what's familiar-

2. I'm scared- Irve already had to let go of something by coming here:
sooe pride or hope regarding uy ability to handle thls myself-

If tlrere is a struggle wit]l change going'on at some level fron the beginning,
want to be anrare of tJlis struggle, to respect it, and to heIP the troubled one get
at the root of it. Tha! means, for me, being open to and ready to check out the
various posslble ways the struggle may be expressed.
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It is inportant that I offer a supportive atmosphere, pe::uission for the feelings
to come, acceptance of the person at whatever stage he/she is, and responsible
encouragement for the process to continue... And I want to be able to draw authen-
tically on luy learnings from working through the clrange--Ioss connection in Ey oetn
experience-

, - . "I an being freed fron the past
with appreciation
and freed for the future
with readiness
a particular hope is shaPing
a careful joy is rising
don't hurry it
don't analyze lt
it is being given
even as
it is being received
I am happening"

(Raines: L9751 Joan Strachan
Flinnlpegr
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hero's journey The Hero's Journey is a pattern of narrative identi...
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